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Towards tighter EU-Japan cooperation on green
policies

12.3.2021

On 25 February, the Delegation for relations

with Japan (D-JP) met with Japan Ambassador

and former Chief Negotiator for the EU-Japan

(EPA ) focusing on Japan and EU priorities of

fighting climate change and achieving

ambitious goals of carbon-neutrality by 2050. 

EU-Japan bilateral relations

D-JP Chair Christel Schaldemose welcomed Ambassador Yasushi Masaki, who highlighted major events in the past

months in the bilateral relations:

Japan’s environmental priorities

On Japan's environmental priorities, Ambassador Masaki announced that Japan will declare its carbon-neutrality

2050 target in the COP26 in Glasgow later this year. He also listed other environmental priorities of Japan, such

as plastic pollution and biodiversity, arguing that climate change was hindering economic growth, while referring

to the EU Green Deal and the Green Growth strategies as further opportunities in economic growth.

Green Growth Strategy

Foreign Minister Motegi participated at the EU Foreign Affairs Council meeting (FAC) for the first time on

25 January and exchanged views on Indo-Pacific strategies, EU-Asia Connectivity and a range of common

challenges;

The EPA marked its second anniversary of implementation on 1 February, and held its second EPA Joint

Committee meeting reviewing the performance of the agreement so far.
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Japan's launched its Green Growth Strategy last December with a package of 600b€ in order to facilitate

decarbonisation and decentralisation of the economy, including finance schemes, favourable tax rates to

environmentally friendly companies, carbon pricing, building net zero energy homes, and requiring all new

vehicles to be electric by the mid-2030s.

The strategy aims to generate new annual economic revenue over 700 b€ by 2030 and over 1,5 t€ by 2050.

Moreover, Ambassador Masaki stressed hydrogen as an important carbon-free energy source, which can be used

in transport and electricity production. On EU-Japan green business opportunities the Ambassador listed wind

power, hydrogen and electric battery applications. He concluded by wishing that the next EU-Japan Summit will

strengthen cooperation on green policies.

EU Climate priorities

The European Commission’s Director General of DG CLIMA, Raffaele Mauro Petriccione, shared with MEPs his

well-developed vision of EU priorities, such as carbon removal and certification systems, and climate strategy on

forests, and ongoing cooperation and future opportunities to work together with Japan.

He underlined that massive investments in infrastructure, of which 30% would be strictly climate-linked, will be

needed, reminding that steel production with hydrogen economy will be another priority. It will equally be

important to face the impacts of the 1,5 C warmer climate and more frequent extreme weather, and to invest in

EU's adaptation strategy . This includes support to communities, citizens, economy and societies.

A global challenge for all

Mr Petriccione also mentioned hydrogen and renewable energies as some of the most important areas of

cooperation with Japan. The Director General emphasized further that 2050 is only an intermediate target and

that work is already ongoing to look into reaching negative carbon emissions before 2100.

However, EU alone cannot stop climate change, as it is no more responsible for more than 8 % of global CO2

emissions and this share is declining all the time while climate change continues to progress. Carbon sinks are an

important part of the intermediate and long-term solution.

The guest speakers and Members supported that likeminded EU and Japan are natural partners and should have

closer relations on climate action as well as multilaterally with others.
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Delegation for Relations with Japan
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